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Abstract

Mutations in Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) lead to Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

(ALS), a neurodegenerative disease that disproportionately affects glutamatergic and cho-

linergic motor neurons. Previous work with SOD1 overexpression models supports a role for

SOD1 toxic gain of function in ALS pathogenesis. However, the impact of SOD1 loss of

function in ALS cannot be directly examined in overexpression models. In addition, overex-

pression may obscure the contribution of SOD1 loss of function in the degeneration of differ-

ent neuronal populations. Here, we report the first single-copy, ALS knock-in models in C.

elegans generated by transposon- or CRISPR/Cas9- mediated genome editing of the

endogenous sod-1 gene. Introduction of ALS patient amino acid changes A4V, H71Y,

L84V, G85R or G93A into the C. elegans sod-1 gene yielded single-copy/knock-in ALS

SOD1 models. These differ from previously reported overexpression models in multiple

assays. In single-copy/knock-in models, we observed differential impact of sod-1 ALS

alleles on glutamatergic and cholinergic neurodegeneration. A4V, H71Y, G85R, and G93A

animals showed increased SOD1 protein accumulation and oxidative stress induced degen-

eration, consistent with a toxic gain of function in cholinergic motor neurons. By contrast,

H71Y, L84V, and G85R lead to glutamatergic neuron degeneration due to sod-1 loss of

function after oxidative stress. However, dopaminergic and serotonergic neuronal popula-

tions were spared in single-copy ALS models, suggesting a neuronal-subtype specificity

previously not reported in invertebrate ALS SOD1 models. Combined, these results suggest

that knock-in models may reproduce the neurotransmitter-type specificity of ALS and that

both SOD1 loss and gain of toxic function differentially contribute to ALS pathogenesis in dif-

ferent neuronal populations.
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Author summary

In all SOD1 ALS patients, cholinergic spinal motor neurons degenerate, but degeneration

of cortical glutamatergic neurons is less common. Despite decades of work, it remains

unclear why some disease alleles (e.g. A4V) primarily affect cholinergic spinal neurons,

while other alleles affect both cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons. New genome editing

techniques allowed us to create the first C. elegans knock-in/single-copy models for SOD1

ALS by directly editing the C. elegans sod-1 gene to recreate SOD1 amino acid changes

that cause ALS in patients. These new models are complementary to previously described

overexpression models, which revealed mutant SOD1 toxic gain of function properties.

By contrast, in the new C. elegans knock-in models, we find that both loss and gain of sod-
1 function contribute to neurodegeneration. C. elegans cholinergic motor neuron loss is

primarily driven by toxic gain of function, but glutamatergic neuron loss is primarily

driven by loss of function. Only cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons degenerate in C.

elegans knock-in models; dopaminergic, serotoninergic and GABAergic neurons do not.

This pattern of neuronal loss is reminiscent of the pattern of neuronal loss seen in SOD1

ALS patients. Strikingly, in the C. elegans A4V model, only cholinergic neurons are lost.

Our results suggest that an underlying premise of the ALS field–that identical pathological

mechanisms lead to degeneration of cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons–should be

reconsidered. Mechanisms that predominantly drive glutamatergic and cholinergic neu-

ron degeneration in ALS may not be identical.

Introduction

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is an adult-onset fatal neurodegenerative disorder marked

by the progressive loss of glutamatergic and cholinergic motor neurons. It is the most common

motor neuron disorder affecting adults. The first ALS-linked mutations were discovered in a

gene encoding the antioxidant enzyme Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) [1]. Roughly

1% of all cases are caused by mutations of SOD1.

In patients, misfolded SOD1 is a major constituent of proteinaceous inclusions in the

affected neurons [2–4] and pathogenic SOD1 variants inevitably lead to cholinergic motor

neuron degeneration. However, ALS is inherently heterogeneous: relative involvement of the

glutamatergic corticospinal tract [5] and glutamatergic sensory neurons [6,7] differs greatly

among patients, and clinical presentation of ALS, including age of disease onset, progression,

severity and duration, varies [8,9]. Consequently, how mutant SOD1 mediates its toxic func-

tion in different neuronal populations remains largely unknown.

Published studies to date have primarily relied on human mutant SOD1 protein overex-

pression models to examine neuronal dysfunction [10–15]. Overexpression models can reca-

pitulate several key aspects of ALS pathogenesis, including motor neuron degeneration,

protein aggregation and motor dysfunction. Furthermore, most ALS SOD1 alleles have a dom-

inant pattern of inheritance [16]. These findings support a role for gain of toxic SOD1 function

in disease pathogenesis.

However, SOD1 overexpression models may not permit the study of disease mechanisms in

entirety for several reasons. First, overexpression of wild type SOD1 protein has deleterious

effects in model organisms [17,18], making it difficult to dissociate the impact of ALS muta-

tions from protein overexpression. Second, overexpression models make it challenging to dis-

cover SOD1 loss of function contributions to ALS pathogenesis. Recently, single-copy SOD1
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knock-in models in flies, fish and mice have been reported [19–21]. Defects observed in these

knock-in models differ dramatically from those observed in overexpression models and are

often less severe. Furthermore, knock-in mice and fly models suggest that both SOD1 loss and

gain of function may contribute to disease pathogenesis for the limited number of SOD1 alleles

tested. A single-copy ALS SOD1 knock-in mouse model shows peripheral neuropathy, remi-

niscent of SOD1 null mice [20]. And, eclosion defects in single-copy ALS SOD1 knock-in

models in flies were rescued by the introduction of wild type SOD1, consistent with a loss of

function defect [19]. Still, why SOD1 patient alleles differ in presentation and progression

remains unclear, and overexpression models likely complicate this analysis.

Previously reported ALS SOD1 overexpression models in C. elegans demonstrate neuronal

and muscular dysfunction [13,22–24]. To compliment these overexpression models, we gener-

ated single-copy ALS SOD1 knock-in models in C. elegans. We edited the C. elegans sod-1
gene to create A4V, H71Y, L84V, G85R and G93A missense mutations. In the resulting single-

copy ALS model animals, we observed oxidative stress induced glutamatergic and cholinergic

neuron degeneration. While H71Y and G85R affected both cholinergic and glutamatergic neu-

rons, A4V and G93A models affected cholinergic neurons only. However, other neuron classes

were relatively spared. Overall, we found that cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons are dif-

ferentially sensitive to SOD-1 loss and gain of toxic function. Our results suggest that both loss

and gain of toxic SOD-1 function may be involved in disease pathogenesis.

Results

Generation of single-copy ALS SOD1 knock-in models in C. elegans
To design single-copy C. elegans ALS SOD1 models, we compared human SOD1 and C. ele-
gans SOD-1 protein sequences. Alignment of the two proteins revealed 71% similarity and

56% identity between species (Fig 1A; P00441 and C15F1.7b.1, BLAST). To create A4V, H71Y,

L84V, G85R and G93A models, we mutated conserved amino acid residues in the C. elegans
sod-1 gene, and generated single-copy ALS models using two different strategies (Fig 1B and

1C). To avoid confusion, C. elegansmodels generated herein were named based on human

amino acid numbering. Formal allele designations with C. elegans amino acid changes can be

found in S3 Table.

Using Mos1-mediated single copy insertion (MosSCI [25]), we recreated ALS SOD1 muta-

tions for A4V, H71Y, and G85R. MosSCI relies on excision of a known transposon to facilitate

insertion of transgenic DNA fragments into a previously defined genomic location. ALS-asso-

ciated sod-1 alleles for A4V, H71Y, and G85R were individually inserted into the MosSCI

cxTi10882 site on chromosome IV with the sod-1 promoter, exons, introns and 3’ sequences

(Fig 1B). To control for the sod-1 gene relocalization, we also inserted the entire wild type sod-
1 gene in the same location on chromosome IV (Fig 1B). To facilitate the selection of trans-

genic animals, these transgenes were introduced alongside an unc-119(+) rescue construct.

Therefore, an additional “empty” negative control carrying the unc-119(+) construct alone was

generated; these lack any of the sod-1 sequences inserted in the remainder of the MosSCI mod-

els. All alleles generated by MosSCI were named with an “M” superscript (sod-1WTM, sod-
1A4VM, sod-1H71YM, sod-1G85RM and emptyM), to distinguish them from the endogenous C.

elegans sod-1 gene on chromosome II. Subsequently, each transgene was crossed into the sod-1
(tm776) loss of function background, referred to hereafter as sod-1(-). The resulting strains

were homozygous for control or single-copy ALS sod-1 transgenes. All the comparisons

between ALS sod-1models and controls reported here were made in sod-1(-) background,

unless indicated otherwise.
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Fig 1. C. elegans model construction for ALS SOD1. (A) Alignment of the C. elegans SOD-1 and human SOD1 proteins. Conserved

amino acid residues are listed between the protein sequences; similar amino acids are indicated with a “+”. Exon boundaries of C. elegans
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Additionally, using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homologous recombination (HR), we directly

edited the endogenous C. elegans sod-1 gene to recreate ALS SOD1 mutations for L84V, G85R

and G93A in the endogenous sod-1 gene on chromosome II (Fig 1C). CRISPR/Cas9-mediated

genome editing requires introduction of silent codon changes into endogenous sod-1. Conse-

quently, a wild type control was generated containing identical silent mutations (Fig 1C).

Models generated by CRISPR/Cas9 were named with a “C” superscript (sod-1WTC, sod-
1L84VC, sod-1G85RC and sod-1G93AC). To demonstrate reproducibility across strains gener-

ated by MosSCI and CRISPR/Cas9, we created the G85R allele twice, once using each tech-

nique (Fig 1B and 1C).

Single-copy models may differ from overexpression models in severity and type of defects

observed [19,20]. Thus, we compared the new single-copy ALS sod-1models to previously

published neuronal overexpression models provided by the Horwich lab [13]. These animals

overexpress human SOD1G85R protein in neurons and have severe locomotion defects (Fig

1D), while animals overexpressing wild type human SOD1 have relatively normal locomotion.

We found that none of the single-copy ALS sod-1model animals carrying patient amino acid

changes had overt locomotion defects (Fig 1D). Furthermore, lifespan was only slightly

decreased in single-copy ALS sod-1 animals, with the exception of G85R models, which had

normal lifespan (S1A and S1B Fig).

ALS sod-1 alleles and oxidative stress accelerate the formation of human

SOD1-YFP inclusions in C. elegans motor neurons

ALS SOD1 mutations lead to formation of SOD1-rich proteinaceous inclusions in motor neu-

rons [2–4]. Consistent with this observation, overexpression of human ALS SOD1 in C. elegans
leads to formation of SOD1 inclusions in C. elegans neurons and muscles [13,23]. We found

that expression of human wild type SOD1 tagged with YFP (hSOD1WT-YFP) resulted in

small cytosolic inclusions in the ventral nerve cord motor neurons of a small fraction of wild

type control animals (Fig 2A–2C). Next, we examined the impact of single-copy ALS sod-1
models on neuronal inclusions formed by human SOD1WT-YFP in the same motor neurons.

With the exception of sod-1L84VC, single-copy ALS SOD1 animals were more likely to have

hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions compared to wild type control animals (Fig 2A–2C; P< 0.05, chi-

square test). While single-copy ALS sod-1models increased the formation of hSOD1WT-YFP

protein inclusions, loss of sod-1 did not alter formation of hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions in these

sod-1 are indicated. Shaded residues correspond to those mutated herein to create C. elegans ALS SOD1 single-copy models for A4V,

H71Y, L84V, G85R or G93A using strategies described in panels B and C. C.e. for C. elegans SOD-1 GenPept Accession Number

CCD64618.;H.s. forHomo sapiens SOD1 GenPept Accession Number CAG46542. Exon/intron boundaries are from C. elegans sod-1
transcript C15F1.7b.1. encoding isoform b. (B) Single-copy ALS sod-1models generated by Mos1-mediated Single Copy Insertion

(MosSCI). A single copy of the entire sod-1 gene containing an ALS SOD1 mutation (A4V, H71Y or G85R) was inserted at a targeted site

on chromosome IV along with an unc-119(+) rescue construct (not illustrated). A wild type sod-1WTM control with the unc-119(+) rescue

construct and a negative “empty” control with the unc-119(+) rescue construct alone (not illustrated) were similarly integrated for rescue

or to control for insertion site positional effects, respectively. Transgenes were crossed onto the sod-1(tm776) II null background to

generate single-copy model animals homozygous for transgenes and sod-1(tm776). All alleles generated by MosSCI are designated with an

“M” superscript. (C) Single-copy ALS sod-1models generated by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homologous recombination. The endogenous

sod-1 locus on chromosome II was edited using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homologous recombination to generate mutations

corresponding to L84V, G85R and G93A. A control wild type sod-1WTC was also generated containing all the silent codon changes

needed for CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. All alleles generated by CRISPR/Cas9 are annotated with a “C” superscript. (D) C. elegans
overexpression and single-copy models differ. Left pair of images: animals overexpressing human SOD1G85R-YFP in neurons [13] show

pronounced posture/locomotion defects, when compared to animals overexpressing wild type human SOD1-YFP protein. Right pair:

Single-copy ALS sod-1 animals and controls had no discernible locomotion defects under normal culture conditions. Single-copy/knock-

in sod-1G85RM animals are shown; no locomotion defect was observed in more than 150 animals examined for each single-copy strain.

hSOD1WT-YFPOE: neuronal human SOD1WT overexpression model. hSOD1G85R-YFPOE: neuronal human SOD1G85R-YFP

overexpression model. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007682.g001
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Fig 2. C. elegans single-copy/knock-in sod-1 alleles increase SOD1 inclusions in motor neurons. (A) Top: Cartoon illustration of

the motor neurons examined to score hSOD1WT-YFP inclusion formation. Bottom: representative images of sod-1WTM and sod-
1G85RM animals expressing hSOD1WT-YFP fusion protein [13] in ventral nerve cord motor neurons. sod-1G85RM animals had

small neuronal inclusions that were largely absent in sod-1WTM wild type controls. Paraquat-induced oxidative stress (PQ or ox.)

increased the number and size of the inclusions in sod-1G85RM animals. Inclusions in the middle image and right images were

defined as small and medium size inclusions, respectively. Arrows point to inclusions. For oxidative stress trials, animals were

treated with 2.5 mM paraquat for 3 hours. hSOD1WT-YFP was expressed under the pan-neuronal snb-1 promoter. Scale Bar = 10

um. (B) Single-copy ALS sod-1mutations generated by MosSCI increased hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions compared to sod-1WTM

controls. Three independent trials. All inclusions were small in size. N> 30 for every genotype in every panel. Chi-square test: �

P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001 in all panels. Unless otherwise indicated, comparisons were made to sod-1WTM animals. (C)

sod-1G85RC and sod-1G93AC knock-in ALS model animals generated by CRISPR/Cas9 had increased hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions

compared to sod-1WTC wild type controls. Neither sod-1L84VC nor loss of sod-1 altered inclusions compared to sod-1WTC and sod-
1(+) controls, respectively. sod-1(+) designates the unedited wild type gene at the endogenous locus; this is the same allele present in

standard N2 strain. All inclusions were small in size.(D) Paraquat-induced oxidative stress increased inclusions in sod-1H71YM and

sod-1G85RM model animals compared to sod-1WTM wild type controls. Inclusions were scored manually as small, medium or large.

If their diameters were more than four times larger than the small inclusions shown in Panel 2A, they were counted as large. (E)

Paraquat-induced oxidative stress increased the percentage of animals with medium-size inclusions in sod-1A4VM, sod-1H71YM

and sod-1G85RM animals. Likewise, emptyM control animals had larger inclusions compared to sod-1WTM controls. Inclusions were

scored manually as small, medium or large, as described above.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007682.g002
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neurons (Fig 2B and 2C; P = 0.61 for emptyM vs sod-1WTM and P = 0.12 for sod-1(-) vs sod-1
(+); sod-1(+) refers to the standard N2 wild type unedited allele). We conclude that loss of sod-
1 function does not alter propensity to form neuronal SOD1 inclusions in C. elegansmotor

neurons, but that most C. elegans single-copy ALS sod-1models show increased hSOD1W-

T-YFP inclusion formation.

Oxidative damage may induce SOD1 misfolding, resulting in aberrant protein accumula-

tion [23,26]. Consequently, loss of sod-1 function, coupled with an increase in oxidative dam-

age, could exacerbate defects in ALS SOD1 models. To determine the impact of oxidative

stress in single-copy ALS sod-1models, we exposed animals to paraquat, an oxidative stress

inducing herbicide [27]. Loss of sod-1 function decreased survival under paraquat-induced

oxidative stress (S2A and S2B Fig, P< 0.001 for emptyM vs sod-1WTM and sod-1(-) vs sod-1
(+), log-rank test), replicating a previously published finding [28]. Similarly, ALS knock-in

alleles dramatically decreased survival under paraquat-induced oxidative stress, with the

exception of sod-1A4VM (S2A and S2B Fig; P< 0.01, log-rank test). By contrast, without exter-

nal stress, survival was unaffected or slightly decreased in these genotypes (S1A and S1B Fig).

We conclude that paraquat-induced oxidative stress may exacerbate or reveal survival defects

in single-copy/knock-in models.

We also examined the impact of loss of sod-1 function on formation of SOD1 inclusions

after exposure to oxidative stress. Formation of hSOD1-YFP inclusions in ALS sod-1model

animals and in animals lacking sod-1 was measured after a brief period of paraquat exposure

(3 hours). A significantly larger fraction of sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM animals had more

neuronal inclusions per animal compared to wild type controls (Fig 2D, P< 0.05, chi-square

test). Moreover, sod-1A4VM, sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM animals had larger neuronal inclu-

sions compared to wild type controls (Fig 2E). Loss of sod-1 function in emptyM controls lead

to formation of bigger, but not more, neuronal inclusions (Fig 2D and 2E). In summary, ALS

sod-1models lead to increased or accelerated formation of hSOD1WT-YFP protein inclusions,

with the exception of sod-1L84VC. Loss of sod-1 function did not initiate formation of

hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions in C. elegans neurons, suggesting sod-1 gain of function likely

drives formation of hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions in ALS models.

Because hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions were not increased in the C. elegans sod-1L84VC

model, the utility of this model remains unclear. To be comprehensive in our analysis, we

include sod-1L84VC in all studies presented below.

Oxidative stress leads to cholinergic motor neuron loss in sod-1 ALS model

animals, but not in animals lacking sod-1 function

Distinct neuronal populations are at greater risk for degeneration in ALS patients. Cholinergic

and glutamatergic motor neurons are often disproportionately affected [29]. We examined the

impact of ALS-associated mutations on cholinergic motor neuron survival in single-copy and

overexpression models for ALS SOD1 in C. elegans. Survival of cholinergic motor neurons was

assessed based on retention/loss of GFP or mCherry in animals carrying the unc-17p::GFP or

cho-1p::mCherry transgenes, respectively, which express fluorescent proteins specifically in

cholinergic neurons (Fig 3A). In the absence of oxidative stress, cholinergic motor neurons

were intact in all examined strains (more than 30 animals per genotype scored with no neu-

rons missing; [13]). However, overnight exposure to paraquat-induced cholinergic motor neu-

ron degeneration in sod-1A4VM, sod-1H71YM, sod-1G85RM, sod-1G85RC and sod-1G93AC

animals, as well as in animals overexpressing the human SOD1G85R-YFP protein (hSOD1-
G85R-YFPOE), compared to appropriate wild type controls (Fig 3B, Part II and III; P< 0.05,

chi-square test). Conversely, degeneration was not observed in control animals lacking sod-1

Single copy/knock-in models of ALS SOD1 in C. elegans
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Fig 3. Gain of toxic function in sod-1 drives oxidative stress induced cholinergic motor neuron degeneration in single-copy/knock-in

ALS sod-1 animals. (A) Cartoon illustration (top) and representative images (bottom) of cholinergic motor neurons posterior to vulva scored

in neurodegeneration assays after overnight exposure to 2.5 mM paraquat-induced oxidative stress. Cholinergic motor neurons were

Single copy/knock-in models of ALS SOD1 in C. elegans
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or in sod-1L84VC animals after paraquat treatment (Fig 3B, Part I and II). Between 2 to 4

motor neurons were lost in affected animals out of the 20 neurons scored in the posterior ven-

tral nerve cord. These results suggest that loss of sod-1 function is not sufficient to induce cho-

linergic motor neuron loss after exposure to oxidative stress. By contrast, most ALS mutations

sensitize animals to oxidative stress and lead to cholinergic motor neuron loss.

The majority of ALS SOD1 patients carry a wild type SOD1 allele in addition to the mutated

SOD1 allele. Consequently, we tested the impact of wild type endogenous sod-1 on oxidative

stress induced motor neuron degeneration. Crossing the endogenous unedited wild type sod-1
(+) allele on chromosome II into sod-1A4VM, sod-1H71YM or sod-1G85RM animals did not

rescue paraquat-induced cholinergic motor neuron degeneration (Fig 3B, Part IV), consistent

with a gain of toxic function mechanism in ALS sod-1 alleles. Similarly, crossing sod-1(+) into

the hSOD1G85R-YFPOE animals failed to rescue stress induced degeneration (Fig 3B, Part V).

Thus, in both single-copy and overexpression ALS SOD1 models, SOD1 gain of toxic function

and oxidative stress results in cholinergic neurodegeneration.

NMJ functional defects differ in single-copy versus overexpression models

Neuromuscular junction (NMJ) dysfunction is an early defect in ALS patients [30]. Heterolo-

gous overexpression of human SOD1G85R in C. elegans neurons also leads to NMJ dysfunc-

tion [13], based on resistance to aldicarb, an inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase. Exposure to

aldicarb leads to acetylcholine buildup at the NMJ, with the consequent hyperexcitation of

postsynaptic muscles and paralysis over a characteristic time course (Fig 4A). Either hypersen-

sitivity or resistance to aldicarb indicates defective neuromuscular signaling and suggests

increased or decreased overall NMJ cholinergic signaling.

We confirmed that neuronal overexpression of the human mutant SOD1G85R causes aldi-

carb resistance, compared to animals overexpressing the human wild type SOD1 protein (Fig

4B, left panel; P< 0.05, log-rank test and [13]). However, we found that both transgenic strains

were more resistant to paralysis by aldicarb than non-transgenic wild type C. elegans (Fig 4B,

left panel). Thus, overexpression of wild type human SOD1 is deleterious and causes defects in

C. elegansNMJ function.

Next, we examined the impact of single-copy ALS models on NMJ function. The response

of wild type control animals was indistinguishable from non-transgenic C. elegans (Fig 4C).

And, in single-copy sod-1A4VM, sod-1L84VC, sod-1G85RM and sod-1G93AC animals, response

to aldicarb was normal (Fig 4C; sod-1A4VM vs sod-1WTM, P = 0.20; sod-1L84VC vs sod-1WTC,

P = 0.76; sod-1G85RM vs sod-1WTM, P = 0.071; sod-1G93AC vs sod-1WTC, P = 0.44, log-rank

test). However, sod-1G85RC and sod-1H71YM animals were hypersensitive to aldicarb com-

pared to wild type controls (Fig 4C; P< 0.05, log-rank test). Thus, even though single-copy

models are not uniform in their response to aldicarb, none of these strains were resistant to

aldicarb-induced paralysis. Overall, we observed dramatically different consequences for C.

elegansNMJ function in overexpression versus single-copy ALS model animals.

visualized with [unc-17p::GFP], except for human SOD1-YFP overexpression strains, which express YFP and were therefore scored with [cho-
1p::mCherry]. Animals missing at least two neurons were scored as defective. White arrows point to missing neurons. N = number of animals

tested. Chi-square test: � P< 0.05, �� P< 0.01, �� P< 0.001. (B) Animals were compared to appropriate wild type controls shown in the first

row of each section. Cholinergic motor neurons were lost in sod-1H71YM, sod-1G85RM, sod-1G93AC, sod-1G85RC and hSOD1G85R-YFPOE

animals, but not in animals lacking sod-1 function (emptyM controls and sod-1(-)) or in sod-1L84VC animals (indicated with #). Presence of the

endogenous wild type sod-1(+) allele in single-copy/knock-in models or in hSOD1G85R-YFPOE overexpression models did not improve

cholinergic motor neuron survival. sod-1(+) designates the unedited wild type gene at the endogenous locus; this is the same allele present in

standard N2 strain.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007682.g003
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Fig 4. Neuromuscular junction activity differs in overexpression versus single-copy/knock-in models. (A) The drug aldicarb inhibits

acetylcholinesterase and leads to acetylcholine build-up at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) with a characteristic time course for paralysis in young adult

animals. Either resistance or hypersensitivity to aldicarb indicates defective neuromuscular signaling. Increased NMJ activity can accelerate paralysis as

acetylcholine accumulates more rapidly, while decreased NMJ activity can slow paralysis. (B) Left panel: Neuronal overexpression of human SOD1WT-YFP

protein (hSOD1WT-YFPOE) results in aldicarb resistance, compared to non-transgenic wild type sod-1(+) control animals (standard N2 strain). Animals

overexpressing human SOD1G85R-YFP (hSOD1G85R-YFPOE) were even more resistant to aldicarb than animals overexpressing human SOD1WT-YFP

protein (hSOD1WT-YFPOE). Right panel: sod-1(-) animals were hypersensitive to aldicarb compared to wild type sod-1(+) controls. Neuronal

overexpression of wild type human SOD1-YFP partially rescues aldicarb response in sod-1(-) animals. Fractional paralysis refers to the fraction of animals

paralyzed at a given time point. Three independent trials in B-D. N> 30 for each genotype in all panels. Error bars indicate ±SEM. Log-rank test: �

P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001 in all panels. (C) Single-copy ALS sod-1 knock-in models and controls generated by MosSCI were tested in the sod-1(-)
background for aldicarb resistance. sod-1H71YM animals, like sod-1 null emptyM controls, were hypersensitive to aldicarb compared to sod-1WTM wild type

controls. While sod-1G85RM and sod-1A4VM models appear slightly hypersensitive, this difference was not significant. Single-copy ALS sod-1 knock-in

models and their appropriate wild type controls generated by CRISPR/Cas9 were tested for aldicarb resistance. sod-1L84VC indicated with #. sod-1G85RC

animals and sod-1(-) animals were hypersensitive to aldicarb, compared to sod-1WTC and sod-1(+) wild type controls (standard N2 strain), respectively. (D)
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The impact of sod-1 loss of function on C. elegansNMJ function has not been reported pre-

viously. We found that loss of endogenous sod-1 function lead to aldicarb hypersensitivity,

compared to standard N2 strain sod-1(+) controls (Fig 4C, left panel; P< 0.001 for sod-1(-) vs

sod-1(+)). To confirm this change was due to decreased sod-1 activity, and to establish conser-

vation of SOD1 function across species, we undertook phenotypic rescue studies. Introduction

of C. elegans sod-1WTM to sod-1(-) fully restored normal response to aldicarb (Fig 4C, right

panel; sod-1WTM vs emptyM), and introduction of neuronal human SOD1WT-YFP partially

restored aldicarb response (Fig 4B, right panel; sod-1(-); hSOD1WT-YFPOE vs sod-1(-)). These

results suggest that NMJ functional defects in ALS sod-1model animals may be, in part, driven

by loss of sod-1 function.

To confirm that sod-1 loss of function contributes to NMJ defects, we also examined the

consequences of altering sod-1 dosage. First, we confirmed that restoring sod-1 function would

restore normal NMJ function in sod-1H71YM animals. We crossed the unedited endogenous

sod-1(+) allele into sod-1H71YM allele background. These animals had normal response to

aldicarb (Fig 4D, left panel; sod-1(+); sod-1H71YM vs sod-1(+); sod-1WTM, P = 0.05).

To confirm that aldicarb hypersensitivity in ALS sod-1 animals is driven primarily by sod-1
loss of function, we examined aldicarb response in animals heterozygous for ALS sod-1 trans-

genes. Homozygous ALS sod-1 animals were crossed to homozygous sod-1WTM or emptyM

males carrying a GFP-expressing transgene. Then, the heterozygous GFP-positive cross-prog-

eny were examined for aldicarb resistance after paraquat treatment. As control, we confirmed

that emptyM/emptyM cross-progeny were hypersensitive to aldicarb compared to sod-1WTM/
sod-1WTM cross-progeny (Fig 4D, right panel).

Introduction of one functional copy of sod-1 yielded sod-1WTM/emptyM animals, which

were normal in response and indistinguishable from sod-1WTM/WTM animals (Fig 4D, right

panel; sod-1WTM/WTM vs sod-1WTM/emptyM, P = 0.16). Next, we determined if the sod-
1H71YM aldicarb response defect is recessive. We found that heterozygous sod-1WTM/H71YM

animals had normal aldicarb response (Fig 4D, sod-1WTM/H71YM vs sod-1WTM/WTM,

P = 0.23). Taken together, these findings suggest that loss of sod-1 function contributes to the

NMJ functional defects in both sod-1(-) and sod-1H71YM animals.

NMJ functional defects are often associated with defective localization of NMJ presynaptic

proteins. A previous study has reported defective presynaptic synaptobrevin/SNB-1 localiza-

tion at the NMJ of the human SOD1G85R overexpression animals [13]. To assess the impact

of ALS sod-1models on NMJ proteins, we determined the localization and intensity of fluores-

cently-labelled pre-synaptic proteins in live animals using previously described transgenic

strains and protocols in adult sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM animals. Size, distribution and

intensity of presynaptic synaptobrevin/SNB-1 and intersectin-1/ITSN-1 fluorescent punctae

were normal in sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM animals (S3A and S3B Fig). Unlike overexpres-

sion model animals, presynaptic protein levels and localization were not different in single-

copy ALS sod-1 animals. While this approach may not reveal subtle defects in NMJ structure,

we conclude that sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM have no major impact on the NMJ structure

or number in C. elegans.

Presence of the endogenous wild type sod-1(+) allele in sod-1H71YM animals and emptyM controls rescues aldicarb response, compared to sod-1WTM

animals in the same background. Heterozygous sod-1WTM/H71YM animals had normal aldicarb response compared to homozygous sod-1WTM/WTM wild

type controls. (E-H) Assessment of swimming in young adults animals after paraquat treatment was examined with computer vision software CeLeST [31].

Panel E illustrates body bends while swimming. sod-1G85RC and sod-1(-) animals had increased Wave Initiation Rate (Panel F), Travel Speed (Panel G) and

Activity Index (Panel H) compared to their sod-1WTC and sod-1(+) controls, respectively. sod-1(+) wild type controls are the standard N2 strain. Two

independent trials. N> 20 for each genotype. Error bars indicate ±SEM. Kruskal-Wallis test: � P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007682.g004
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Considering that oxidative stress exacerbated defects in single-copy ALS sod-1 animals, we

examined the impact of this stress on locomotion. Adult sod-1G85RC animals were treated

overnight with paraquat and tested for swimming locomotion (Fig 4E) using computer vision

software CeleST [31]. Increased locomotion activity was observed in sod-1G85RC and sod-1(-)
animals compared to appropriate wild type controls (Fig 4F–4H, P< 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis

test); Activity Index, Travel Speed, and Wave Initiation Rate metrics were all increased, consis-

tent with increased activity. Combined, NMJ defects and locomotion assays results suggest

that loss of sod-1 function may increase NMJ signaling, without dramatic perturbation in syn-

apse structure and number. Cholinergic motor neuron defects might be expected to change

locomotion in sod-1G85RM model animals; we found that oxidative stress also increased their

locomotion activity, compared to controls. At first glance, this is counterintuitive as choliner-

gic motor neuron degeneration should impair locomotion. However, modest loss of choliner-

gic motor neurons does not dramatically impair C. elegans locomotion based on laser ablation

studies [32,33]. Additionally, paraquat is a strongly aversive stimulus and C. elegans can

respond to noxious environments with a coordinated escape response by decreasing spontane-

ous reversals and increasing forward locomotion speed [34]. Consistent with this, we observed

that placing sod-1G85RM, sod-1H71YM sod-1G85RC, or sod-1 loss of function animals over-

night on culture dishes containing paraquat resulted in high rates of escape; after 24 hours,

roughly 40% of sod-1H71YM, 47% of emptyM, and 38% of sod-1G85RM animals left the 2.5mM

paraquat culture dishes, compared to only 2% of sod-1WTM control animals. Similarly, 23% of

sod-1G85RC animals left after overnight exposure to paraquat, compared to only 1% of sod-
1WTC animals (3 trials,>80 animals per genotype total). Combined, our results suggest that

the increased locomotion activity observed in sod-1G85RC animals is likely an escape response

and that single-copy ALS sod-1models differ significantly from previously described human

SOD1 overexpression models in their impact on NMJ function.

Dopaminergic, serotonergic and GABAergic neurons were relatively

spared in single-copy ALS model animals, but glutamatergic neurons were

lost

Neuron loss in ALS patients is generally limited to specific subsets of cholinergic and glutama-

tergic neurons [29]. We examined the specificity of neurodegeneration in single-copy/knock-

in ALS model animals. Neurotransmitter-type specific GFP reporter constructs for glutamater-

gic, dopaminergic, serotonergic, and GABAergic neurons were used to facilitate scoring of

neuron loss, i.e. dat-1p::GFP, tph-1::GFP, unc-47p::GFP, and osm-11p::GFP. As the single-copy

sod-1G85Rmodels show robust cholinergic motor neuron loss after paraquat stress, this

genetic model was used to assess loss of other GFP-labelled neurons after paraquat-induced

oxidative stress. For dopaminergic neurons, all four CEPs and both ADE neurons were scored,

as well as ADE neuron sensory processes. For serotonergic neurons, both NSM and both ADF

neurons were scored. For GABAergic neurons, nineteen GABAergic motor neurons in the

ventral cord were scored. For glutamatergic neurons, both ASH neurons were scored.

A previous study in C. elegans found significant dopaminergic neuron degeneration in

younger animals after a more extended exposure period to paraquat [35]. However, we found

no dopaminergic or serotonergic neuron loss in sod-1G85RC, sod-1(-), or control animals after

paraquat-induced oxidative stress (Figs 5A, 5B, S4A and S4B), and dopaminergic ADE neuron

sensory processes did not degenerate after paraquat treatment (S4B Fig). We conclude that

neither sod-1G85RC nor sod-1 loss leads to loss of dopaminergic or serotonergic neurons in

single-copy ALS animals.
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Fig 5. sod-1 loss of function drives oxidative stress induced glutamatergic neuron degeneration in single-copy/knock-in ALS

sod-1 animals. (A) Illustration of glutamatergic (osm-10p::GFP), serotonergic (tph-1p::GFP) and dopaminergic (dat-1p::GFP)

neurons examined to assess neurodegeneration after paraquat-induced oxidative stress. (B) Serotonergic (5-HT) and dopaminergic

(DA) neurons were unaffected in all genotypes examined. However, glutamatergic neurons (GLU) were lost after paraquat-induced

oxidative stress in sod-1(-) and sod-1G85RC animals, compared to sod-1(+) and sod-1WTC controls, respectively. sod-1(+) designates

the unedited wild type gene at the endogenous locus; this is the same allele present in standard N2 strain. (C) Left: illustration of six

glutamatergic sensory head neurons (top) and two tail neurons (bottom) labelled with lipophilic retrograde dye DiD. Images show

right side of animal; similar neurons on left side were also scored. Middle: representative images of sod-1WTM animals with intact

glutamatergic sensory neurons in the head (top) and tail (bottom) labelled with DiD after paraquat treatment. Right: representative

images of sod-1G85RM animals; ASH (top), PHA and PHB (bottom) neurons fail to take up dye only after paraquat treatment,

indicating either process degeneration/retraction or neuronal loss. Scale bar represents 10 μm. (D) Percent intact ASH neurons in

ALS model animals after paraquat treatment, compared to appropriate sod-1WTM, sod-1WTC, hSOD1WT-YFPOE or sod-1(+) wild

type controls. Degeneration in ASH neurons was increased in sod-1H71YM, sod-1G85RM, sod-1L84VC, sod-1G85RC and

hSOD1G85R-YFPOE animals, as well as in animals lacking sod-1 function (emptyM controls and sod-1(-)). sod-1L84VC indicated with

#. sod-1(+) is the standard N2 strain. In all figure panels, results of three independent trials are shown. Error bars indicate ±SEM.
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C. elegans have both cholinergic and GABAergic motor neurons that directly synapse onto

muscles; these neurons coordinately and reciprocally regulate muscle excitability [36]. After

paraquat treatment, roughly 25% of sod-1G85RM animals had GABAergic motor neuron loss,

while sod-1WTM or sod-1(-) animals had less than 10% affected animals (S4D Fig). No

GABAergic motor neurons were lost in more than 30 sod-1G85RM animals tested without

paraquat stress. Extending this analysis, we examined GABAergic motor neuron survival in

sod-1A4VM and sod-1H71YM animals. Less than 20% and 10% of animals lost GABAergic

motor neurons after paraquat treatment in these genotypes, respectively, which was not signif-

icant (S4D Fig). We conclude that GABAergic motor neurons are affected only in the single-

copy sod-1G85RM model.

A subset of ALS patients have glutamatergic cortical motor neuron degeneration and/or

sensory neuropathy [5–7,29]. After paraquat treatment, approximately 20% of the glutamater-

gic ASH sensory neurons were lost in sod-1G85RC animals (S4C Fig). Similarly, about 30% of

the glutamatergic ASH sensory were lost in sod-1(-) animals after paraquat treatment, while

virtually all neurons were intact in sod-1WTC animals (S4C Fig). No neurons were lost without

paraquat stress in any genotype. These results suggested that glutamatergic neurons are also

lost in the single-copy sod-1G85RC ALS model animals. Combined with the results above, we

find that neuron loss occurs in sod-1G85RC animals after oxidative stress, and primarily affects

motor neurons and glutamatergic neurons, with relative sparing of serotonergic and dopami-

nergic neurons.

Loss of sod-1 function leads to glutamatergic neuron degeneration after

oxidative stress

Degeneration of neuronal processes has been previously reported in a single-copy ALS SOD1

mouse model and in other C. elegansmodels of neurodegenerative disease [20,37]. In the head

and tail, C. elegans have glutamatergic sensory neuron processes that are exposed to the envi-

ronment, which allows uptake of lipophilic fluorescent dyes, such as DiD (C67H103ClN2O3S).

Degenerative sensory process loss or cell death completely stops dye uptake by individual neu-

rons, as shown in C. elegansmodels of Huntington’s Disease polyglutamine toxicity [37].

N> 25 for all genotypes in all panels. Two-tailed t-test: � P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001. (E) Illustration of the nose-touch

avoidance assay. Wild type animals initiate backward locomotion after their nose contacts a hair; animals that cross over the hair or

fail to reverse are scored as defective. ASH sensory neurons play an important role in this behavior [39]. Animals were treated with

2.5 mM paraquat for 4 hours before the nose touch response assay. After 4 hours of paraquat treatment, nose touch response was

modestly impaired in wild type controls (57% response), even though 98% of ASH neurons were intact (3 trials, 35 animals total).

After the same 4 hour treatment, nose touch response was severely impaired in sod-1G85RM animals (28% response), while 49% of

ASH neurons were intact (3 trials, 35 animals total). (F) Top: sod-1G85RM animals and emptyM control animals lacking sod-1
function were defective in response to nose-touch after paraquat treatment compared to sod-1WTM control animals. Bottom:

Neuronal expression of the human SOD1WT-YFP in sod-1(-) animals restored nose-touch response. sod-1(+) is standard N2 strain.

(G) Percent intact glutamatergic PHA and PHB neurons in ALS model animals after paraquat treatment, compared to appropriate

sod-1WTM, sod-1WTC, or sod-1(+) wild type control animals. Degeneration was increased in PHA and PHB neurons of sod-
1H71YM, sod-1G85RM and sod-1G85RC animals compared to appropriate wild type controls. Loss of sod-1 function in emptyM

control and sod-1(-) animals also led to PHA and PHB degeneration, compared to sod-1WTM and sod-1(+). sod-1(+) is the standard

N2 strain. Neuronal overexpression of human SOD1WT-YFP, but not human SOD1G85R-YFP, partially restored dye-uptake in sod-
1(-) animals. (H) To examine the consequences of altering gene dosage and assess recessive/dominance of single-copy/knock-in ALS

alleles, homozygous ALS sod-1 animals and controls were crossed to homozygous sod-1WTM or emptyM males carrying a GFP-

expressing transgene, and cross-progeny were tested for DiD dye-uptake after paraquat treatment. emptyM/emptyM cross-progeny

had defects after paraquat treatment, compared to sod-1WTM/WTM cross-progeny, while sod-1WTM/emptyM animals had intact

glutamatergic neurons. Heterozygous sod-1H71YM/emptyM and sod-1G85RM/emptyM animals were defective, compared to

heterozygous sod-1WTM/emptyM animals. By contrast, sod-1WTM/sod-1H71YM or sod-1WTM/sod-1G85RM animals had intact

glutamatergic neurons after paraquat treatment. Additionally, animals overexpressing the human hSOD1G85R-YFP protein in the

sod-1(+) background had low penetrance dye-filling defects. sod-1(+) designates the unedited wild type gene at the endogenous

locus; this is the same allele present in standard N2 strain.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007682.g005
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Without paraquat-induced oxidative stress, dye uptake was normal in all C. elegans ALS sod-1
model animals and in animals lacking sod-1 function (more than 30 animals scored per geno-

type, more than two trials). ASH, PHA and PHB neurons failed to take up DiD in sod-1(-) ani-

mals after paraquat-induced oxidative stress (Fig 5D and 5G), but DiD uptake was normal in

five other classes of glutamatergic neurons. Single-copy/knock-in sod-1H71YM, sod-1G85RM,

sod-1G85RC and sod-1L84VC animals had defective dye uptake in the same neurons after expo-

sure to oxidative stress, although the penetrance of this defect varied between genotypes with

little degeneration in sod-1L84VC (Fig 5C, 5D and 5G). Again, five other classes of glutamater-

gic neurons that take up DiD were unaffected in all of these genotypes. No dye uptake defects

were observed in sod-1A4VM and sod-1G93AC animals, even after paraquat treatment (Fig 5D

and 5G).

The results above suggest that decreased sod-1 function renders glutamatergic neurons

hypersensitive to oxidative stress. To test this hypothesis, we undertook phenotypic rescue

experiments. As SOD-1 function is conserved across species, we crossed the previously

described transgene expressing human wild type SOD1-YFP in C. elegans neurons into sod-1
(-) animals. DiD uptake defects were dramatically reduced in the resulting sod-1(-); hSOD1W-
T-YFPOE animals (Fig 5G, right), consistent with conserved dismutase activity and loss of sod-
1 function contributing to this defect. The G85R missense allele is reported to dramatically

decrease human SOD1 dismutase activity [38]. We found that crossing the hSOD1G85R-YF-
POE transgene into sod-1(-) animals did not ameliorate the dye uptake defects (Fig 5G, right).

We conclude that decreased sod-1 function can lead to oxidative stress induced neurodegen-

eration of glutamatergic neurons in C. elegans.
To confirm that glutamatergic neurodegeneration in ALS sod-1models is driven primarily

by sod-1 loss of function, we examined glutamatergic neurodegeneration in animals heterozy-

gous for ALS sod-1 transgenes. Homozygous ALS sod-1 animals were crossed to homozygous

sod-1WTM or emptyM males carrying a GFP-expressing transgene. Then, the heterozygous

GFP-positive cross-progeny were examined for glutamatergic neuron degeneration after para-

quat treatment. As control, we confirmed that emptyM/emptyM cross-progeny had dye-uptake

defects, compared to sod-1WTM/sod-1WTM cross-progeny. (PHA and PHB in Fig 5H, ASH in

S4E Fig). Animals carrying a single sod-1WTM allele (sod-1WTM/emptyM) had no degenera-

tion, confirming that loss of sod-1 function is not dominant. When we examined animals

hemizygous for sod-1H71YM or sod-1G85RM (sod-1H71YM/emptyM and sod-1G85RM/emptyM),

they had ASH, PHA and PHB dye-uptake defects after paraquat treatment, suggesting that

these alleles cause sod-1 loss of function (Figs 5H and S4E). Consistent with this, dye-uptake

defects were not seen in sod-1WTM/sod-1H71YM or sod-1WTM/sod-1G85RM animals, (sod-
1WTM/ALS allele vs emptyM/ALS allele, Figs 5H and S4E). Combined, these studies suggest

thatH71Y and G85R decrease sod-1 function, leading to stress induced degeneration in a sub-

set of glutamatergic neurons.

Both SOD1 loss and gain of function in ALS may contribute to degeneration and their rela-

tive contributions may shift in different neuronal subtypes. Overexpression models are ideally

suited to examine gain of function consequence of disease alleles. We assessed the conse-

quences of overexpressing wild type or mutant human SOD1 in the glutamatergic neurons of

otherwise normal C. elegans. Degeneration was not observed in hSOD1WT-YFPOE animals

when the unedited endogenous sod-1(+) allele was present, based on dye-filling after paraquat

treatment. By contrast, a modest level of degeneration was observed in sod-1(+); hSOD1-
G85R-YFPOE animals (Fig 5H, right). This result is consistent with a deleterious impact of

overexpressed human SOD1 G85R, which may antagonize endogenous sod-1 or have a novel,

toxic gain of function.
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Neurodegenerative diseases lead to behavioral changes. C. elegans ASH neurons are critical

for eliciting a mechanosensory response when the nose contacts a physical barrier during for-

ward locomotion. Loss of both ASH neurons eliminates ~60% of this behavioral response, but

response is intact if one ASH neuron is present [39]. We examined mechanosensory response

after exposure to paraquat and found defective nose touch avoidance response in sod-1G85RM

and emptyM animals (Fig 5E and 5F). This defective response is consistent with dye uptake

defects and neuronal loss observed in these genotypes. We also undertook a behavioral rescue

experiment. Animals expressing neuronal hSOD1WT-YFP had normal nose touch avoidance

response compared to non-transgenic control animals (Fig 5F, bottom). These results suggest

that nose-touch avoidance defects in ALS sod-1model animals may be, in part, driven by loss

of sod-1 function.

Discussion

Herein, we report the first single-copy/knock-in models for ALS SOD1 in C. elegans generated

using targeted genome editing. A4V, H71Y, L84V, G85R and G93A patient amino acid

changes were introduced into the C. elegans sod-1 gene, using two different strategies. We

found that C. elegans single-copy/knock-in models for A4V, H71Y, G85R and G93A acceler-

ated accumulation of the YFP-tagged wild type human SOD1 protein in C. elegansmotor neu-

rons. We also found that SOD1 mutations differentially impact glutamatergic and cholinergic

neurons in C. elegans. A4V, G85R, H71Y and G93A lead to oxidative stress induced loss of

cholinergic motor neurons, while L84V, H71Y and G85R lead to oxidative stress induced

degeneration of glutamatergic neurons. Other neuronal populations (dopaminergic and sero-

tonergic) were relatively spared, suggesting that single-copy ALS SOD1 knock-in models in C.

elegansmay recapitulate the selective sensitivity of cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons in

ALS caused by SOD1 mutations. Furthermore, we found that sod-1 loss of function is a major

contributor to glutamatergic neuron degeneration after oxidative stress. However, sod-1 gain

of function likely drives cholinergic motor neuron degeneration. Combined, these results sug-

gest that C. elegans knock-in models, at a minimum, complement overexpression models and

provide unique insights into why different SOD1 mutations lead to degeneration in different

types of neurons.

Cytoplasmic SOD1 aggregates are found in ALS SOD1 patients and in most ALS SOD1

overexpression models [15,23,40–42]. C. elegans single-copy/knock-in models for A4V, H71Y,

G85R and G93A increased accumulation of the YFP-tagged human wild type SOD1 protein in

small cytosolic inclusions within C. elegansmotor neurons, even under optimal growth condi-

tions. These hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions were possibly seeded by misfolded mutant C. elegans
SOD-1 protein in single-copy/knock-in models. Are these inclusions caused by loss or gain of

sod-1 function? Because inclusions were not increased in C. elegans with decreased sod-1 func-

tion, this is likely a gain of function defect. It seems likely that introduction of the ALS patient

amino acid changes into the C. elegans SOD-1 protein conferred a neomorphic/novel gain of

function that increased inclusion propensity. In contrast with these four alleles, we found that

hSOD1WT-YFP inclusions were not increased in the motor neurons of sod-1L84VC animals.

Previous studies have shown that driving human L84V SOD1 expression in cells or transgenic

mice results in SOD1 aggregation [40,43]. The failure of sod-1L84VC to increase inclusions in

C. elegans neurons may arise from differences between human and C. elegans SOD1 proteins.

Consequently, the usefulness of the C. elegans sod-1L84VC model remains unclear.

ALS is characterized by degeneration of lower cholinergic motor neurons. However, a sig-

nificant fraction of patients present with cortical glutamatergic neuron degeneration [44].

Given that cholinergic motor neurons always degenerate and the technical challenges of
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studying cortical neurons, most work in the ALS field focuses on cholinergic motor neurons.

In overexpression ALS SOD1 mice and in other models, high level expression of ALS SOD1

patient alleles leads to degeneration that has been ascribed to a SOD1 neomorphic/novel toxic

gain of function [15,41]. This is consistent with the observation that most ALS SOD1 alleles

are dominant in patients. Under standard culture conditions, C. elegans cholinergic motor

neurons do not die in young adult animals, in either single-copy/knock-in models described

herein or in human SOD1 ALS models overexpression models described previously [13]. We

found that cholinergic motor neurons in all single-copy/knock-in ALS sod-1models were

hypersensitive to oxidative stress, except sod-1L84VC. Oxidative stress lead to motor neuron

loss in A4V, H71Y, G85R and G93A single-copy/knock-in animals, and in hSOD1G85R-YF-
POE overexpression model animals [13], which has not been reported previously. Motor neu-

rons were not lost in animals lacking sod-1 function and introduction of wild type sod-1 did

not rescue cholinergic motor neuron degeneration in A4V, H71Y or G85R single-copy/knock-

in models. Oxidative stress exposure also increased the number and/or size of neuronal SOD1

inclusions in these ALS SOD1 models. These results are consistent with previous work show-

ing misregulation of cellular stress response pathways in ALS SOD1 models [45] and increased

SOD1 aggregation after oxidative stress [23,46]. Combined, these results suggest that A4V,

H71Y, G85R and G93A SOD1 ALS alleles confer a toxic gain of function that is deleterious to

C. elegans cholinergic neurons.

Defects in glutamatergic corticospinal tracts can be detected in many ALS patients [5,29]

and glutamatergic sensory neurons are also lost in patients [6,7]. In C. elegans single-copy/

knock-in G85R and H71Y SOD1 ALS model animals, glutamatergic neurons were also hyper-

sensitive to oxidative stress; paraquat treatment led to degeneration of neurons in these ani-

mals, but not in control animals. Similarly, loss of sod-1 function resulted in glutamatergic

neuron degeneration after oxidative stress. The defects in H71Y and G85R single-copy/knock-

in animals are recessive and introduction of hSOD1WT-YFP ameliorated defects in sod-1(-)
animals. Combined, these results suggest that oxidative stress hypersensitivity in glutamatergic

neurons is a C. elegans sod-1 loss of function defect. This is consistent with studies in mice;

SOD1 loss of function results in degenerative changes [38,47]. The neurodegeneration

observed here in C. elegans glutamatergic and cholinergic neurons stands in contrast to the

lack of neurodegeneration observed in dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons under the

same oxidative stress conditions. Additionally, even after oxidative stress, C. elegansGABAer-

gic motor neurons are relatively spared in single-copy/knock-in models. This level of specific-

ity is unusual and suggests that the mechanisms underlying ALS specificity for specific

neuronal classes/neurotransmitter subtypes may be recapitulated in C. elegans knock-in

models.

Work with overexpression models has been critical for the field and has definitively shown

that ALS SOD1 proteins have toxic gain of function properties. However, use of overexpres-

sion models is subject to two caveats. First, overexpression models compare the toxic effects of

the mutant SOD1 protein to the effects of overexpressing the wild type protein. We and others

find that overexpressing wild type SOD1 has deleterious consequences [17,41,48]. Increased

levels of wild type human SOD1 alters NMJ function in C. elegans; hSOD1WT-YFPOE animals

paralyze more slowly than normal animals in the presence of aldicarb (Fig 4B). And, increased

levels of human wild type SOD1 protein in C. elegans neurons decreased survival under para-

quat-induced oxidative stress (S2C Fig). The deleterious consequences of wild type SOD1 pro-

tein overexpression likely complicate analysis of ALS using overexpression models. The

second caveat is that overexpression studies are not designed to determine if ALS SOD1 alleles

also decrease SOD1 function in vivo and thereby contribute to ALS-associated defects.

Although ALS SOD1 overexpression models will continue to play a critical role in
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understanding gain of function mechanisms underlying ALS, we suggest that relying exclu-

sively on these models is not optimal.

There is mounting evidence that SOD1 loss of function contributes to ALS-associated

pathology. Studies in Drosophila and mouse suggest that SOD1 loss of function contributes to

defects in SOD1 ALS models [19,30]. Our results with C. elegansmodels support this; both

SOD1 gain and loss of function contribute to defects. Clearly C. elegans sod-1 loss of function

renders glutamatergic neurons hypersensitive to oxidative stress, leading to degeneration and

death. By contrast, SOD1 gain of function is the predominant driver of cholinergic motor neu-

ron loss after oxidative stress; neurons are lost in both overexpression and single-copy/knock-

in model animals. However, oxidative stress is still required for cholinergic neuron loss in

these models, suggesting decreased sod-1 activity may also contribute. It is unclear why oxida-

tive stress is required for motor neuron loss in C. elegansmodels. There are at least two possi-

bilities: oxidative stress may induce premature aging [49] or mutant ALS SOD1 may impair

oxidative stress response by antagonizing normal SOD1 function [28]. In the latter scenario,

ALS SOD1 alleles might cause an antimorphic gain of function, in addition to the widely

appreciated neomorphic/novel toxic gain of functions. An obvious molecular mechanism for

mutant ALS SOD1 to antagonize normal SOD1 function is to drive misfolding and/or seques-

tration of normal SOD1 into aggregates. Potential antimorphic SOD1 gain of function is sup-

ported by evidence that increasing wild type SOD1 levels can exacerbate defects caused by

mutant ALS SOD1 in other model systems [19,48], that expressing human SOD1G85R in wild

type C. elegans causes hypersensitivity to oxidative stress (S2C Fig), and that expression of

human SOD1G85R in C. elegans glutamatergic neurons results in glutamatergic neuron

degeneration after oxidative stress (Fig 5H).

Is there a direct mapping of neurotransmitter-subtype sensitivity to different sod-1 disease

alleles between human ALS patients and C. elegans knock-in models? This remains unclear for

two reasons: human genetic diversity and cross-species conservation. First, A4V is the most

common SOD1 disease allele in the United States patient population. Because of the large A4V

patient population, one can be confident that this allele usually leads to cholinergic spinal

motor neuron degeneration and loss, with characteristic sparing of glutamatergic upper motor

neurons. The C. elegans sod-1 A4V model reproduces this neurotransmitter-subtype sensitiv-

ity, as only cholinergic motor neurons are lost after oxidative stress, not glutamatergic neu-

rons. By contrast, the other ALS patient alleles examined here are much less frequent in the

patient population, with H71Y reported in only 1 family [50] and L84V in two patients [50–

52]. Human populations are genetically diverse and we expect that this diversity will impact

many aspects of ALS, including which neurons are predominantly affected in a given individ-

ual or family. Consequently, we are unable to cross-examine disease severity and progression

in patients carrying different SOD1 mutations. And, ALS may be polygenic in some patients,

increasing the challenge of ascribing specific defects to specific patient alleles. Indeed, previous

studies on ALS SOD1 enzymatic activity failed to show a direct link between loss of enzymatic

function and disease severity [53,54]. Additionally, in the patient populations, differences in

lifestyle and environmental exposure may also impact ALS. By contrast, C. elegans and other

model organisms are relatively isogenic and live in homogeneous environments, which may

facilitate studies that directly compare disease alleles. Finally, in patients, ALS impacts neurons

in mid-life suggesting that aging or accumulated damage may contribute to disease. Results

presented here focus on stress induced degeneration in young adult animals; we have not yet

explored how aging might influence neuronal susceptibility to degeneration in these models.

The combined efforts of patients, human geneticists, clinicians, researchers using model

organisms, and scientists using other approaches will be required to untangle the connections
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between different SOD1 ALS alleles, neuronal populations affected in the corresponding

patients, and the genetic background in diverse patient populations.

Results presented herein suggest that an underlying premise of the ALS field–that identical

pathological mechanisms lead to degeneration of cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons–should

perhaps be reconsidered. Mechanisms contributing to glutamatergic and cholinergic neurons may

not be identical. The differential susceptibility of cholinergic and glutamatergic neurons in C. ele-
gans single-copy/knock-in sod-1models suggests that 1) decreased sod-1 function may be more

deleterious for glutamatergic neurons and 2) gain of function may be the major contributor to cho-

linergic neuron degeneration. To our knowledge, this hypothesis has not been previously explored

and it may shed light on the connections between ALS and Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD).

There is considerable genetic and pathological overlap between these diseases [55], but it remains

unclear why specific genes are associated only with ALS, only with FTD, or associated with both

diseases. Exploring the hypothesis that mechanisms underlying glutamatergic neurodegeneration

are distinct from mechanisms underlying cholinergic neurodegeneration may be useful in delin-

eating and dissecting the pathological pathways that underlie these devastating diseases.

Materials & methods

MosSCI mediated sod-1 knock-in

Cloning. A 4391 bp fragment spanning the endogenous wild-type sod-1 gene, including

the sod-1 promoter, introns and UTRs, was amplified from wild type N2 genomic DNA with

primers sodF and sod-1RC using the Roche Expand Long Range Kit (SN:04829034001). The

resulting sod-1 fragment was subcloned into the pPD#49.26 vector with NheI+XmaI and

mutagenized using the QuickChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit with primer pairs spe-

cific for A4V, H71Y and G85R. These primers are listed under S1 Table. Each mutagenized

sod-1 fragment was excised from the corresponding pPD#49.26 plasmid with NheI+XmaI, and

ligated into the pCFJ178 Mos vector with AvrII+XmaI to generate final constructs pHA#725

sod-1p::sod-1A4VM, unc-119(+); pHA#702 sod-1p::sod-1H71YM, unc-119(+) and pHA724 sod-
1p::sod-1G85RM, unc-119(+). The wild type sod-1 fragment was cloned directly into the

pCFJ178 Mos vector following PCR amplification and NheI+XmaI digestion to generate

pHA#720 sod-1p::sod-1WTM, unc-119(+). Another plasmid carrying unc-119(+) alone,

pHA#723 unc-119(+), was generated as “empty” negative control.

Strain construction. The wild type sod-1 allele, ALS mutant sod-1 alleles and the empty

control carrying unc-119(+) rescue alone was integrated into chromosome IV using the Mos1/

transposase-mediated homologous recombination system (Frøkjær-Jensen et al., 2009). The

final constructs pHA#720 sod-1p::sod-1WTM, unc-119(+); pHA#725 sod-1p::sod-1A4VM, unc-
119(+); pHA#702 sod-1p::sod-1H71YM, unc-119(+); pHA#724 sod-1p::sod-1G85RM, unc-119
(+) and pHA#723 unc-119(+) were injected at 50 ng/ml with the standard MosSCI cocktail

into EG6700 (unc-119(ed3)III; cxTi10882 IV) animals along with co-injection markers. Single-

copy insertion events were detected by rescue of unc-119(ed3) in non-fluorescent animals, and

confirmed by PCR genotyping and sequencing. All strains were backcrossed at least four

times. The endogenous unc-119(ed3) allele was PCR amplified and sequenced to check the

replacement of unc-119(ed3) with wild type unc-119(+) in all strains. Transgenic animals were

subsequently crossed into the sod-1(tm776) null background to generate single-copy insertion

models homozygous for wild-type sod-1, mutant sod-1 and for sod-1 deletion.

CRISPR/Cas9-mediated sod-1 knock-in

Cloning. A U6 promoter-driven sod-1 guide RNA was amplified from the pU6::klp-12::

sgRNA (Addgene plasmid # 46170) [56] vector template by replacing the klp-12 targeting
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sequence with sod-1 specific primer pair sod-1_guide2_f and sod-1_guide2_r. The resulting

DNA was circularized to generate the final construct pHA0816 pU6::sod-1::guide2.

Strain construction. sod-1 alleles L84VC, G85RC and G93AC were introduced into the

endogenous sod-1 locus on chromosome II using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated oligo-templated

homologous recombination and pha-1(ts) co-conversion, using previously published methods

[57]. The final guide RNA construct pHA0816 pU6::sod-1::guide2 was injected at 50 ng/ul into

temperature-sensitive GE24 (pha-1(e2123) III) animals with 50 ng/ul of Peft-3::Cas9, 50ng/ul

of pJW1285 pha-1 sgRNA, 10 uM of 200mer sense pha-1(+) rescue oligo [57] and 10uM of a

mutation specific single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) listed in S1 Table. Additional

silent codon changes were introduced to generate a MscI restriction site, and to inactivate the

endogenous PAM site in transgenic lines. A wild type sod-1WTC control was also generated to

control for the silent mutations. Putative recombinants among pha-1(+) rescued animals were

screened for insertion events with PCR amplification using primers sod-1cIIgenoF and sod-

1cIIgenoRC1, followed by MscI digestion. Isolated alleles were verified by sequencing and

backcrossed four times. The endogenous pha-1 locus was PCR amplified and sequenced to ver-

ify the replacement of repaired pha-1 allele with wild type pha-1(+) in all strains.

Neuronal death assays

Cholinergic (unc-17p::GFP or cho-1p::mCherry), GABAergic (unc-47p::GFP), glutamatergic

(osm-10p::GFP), serotonergic (tph-1p::GFP) and dopaminergic (dat-1p::GFP) specific neuronal

markers were individually crossed into ALS models to assess neuron loss. A full list of strains

used in this study can be found in S2 Table. Day 1 adult animals were mounted on 2% (vol/

vol) agar pads and immobilized with 30 mg/mL 2-3-butanedione monoxime (BDM, Sigma) in

M9 buffer. Fluorescent neurons were visualized and scored at the microscope for cell death

based on loss of neuronal GFP under 63x or 100x objectives (Zeiss AxioImager ApoTome and

AxioVision software v4.8). For scoring cholinergic (unc-17p::GFP or cho-1p::mCherry) neu-

rons, animals missing at least two neurons were scored as defective. For scoring unc-47p::GFP,

nineteen GABAergic ventral nerve cord motor neurons were scored. For scoring osm-10p::

GFP, only ASH amphid sensory neurons neurons were scored due to variable/faint GFP

expression in ASI and PHB neurons. For paraquat trials, animals were exposed to 2.5 mM

paraquat overnight on plates.

Glutamatergic neuron degeneration

Day 1 adult animals were washed off plates with M9 and incubated with DiD (Fisher DilC18

(5) D307) in a microfuge tube as in [58]. After 1.5 hours, animals were spun down at 10000

rpm for 1 min, and transferred to a regular NGM plate. After 1 hour, animals were mounted

on 2% (vol/vol) agar pads and immobilized with 30 mg/mL 2-3-butanedione monoxime

(BDM, Sigma) in M9 buffer. Fluorescent neuronal cell bodies were visualized and scored for

lack of dye uptake under 63x or 100x objectives (Zeiss AxioImager ApoTome and AxioVision

software v4.8). For paraquat trials, animals were exposed to 2.5 mM paraquat overnight on

plates.

Survival assays

Animal reared under normal culture conditions at 25 oC were scored for survival on alternat-

ing days starting from the first day of adulthood. FUDR was omitted from the growth medium

as it alters C. elegans lifespan for some genotypes [59]. To avoid progeny contamination and

overcrowding, aging animals were transferred to a new seeded plate every other day until all

animals stopped laying eggs. Animals unresponsive to touch were scored as dead. To score
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survival on paraquat, we prepared fresh 2.5 mM paraquat (Sigma-Aldrich 856177) plates every

week. Again, animals were transferred to new paraquat plates every day until all animals

stopped laying eggs. In both assays, bagged animals or animals that left the plate were cen-

sored; these animals were included in lifespan determinations until the day before censoring.

Scoring neuronal inclusions

Day 1 adult animals expressing human SOD1WT-YFP were mounted on 2% (vol/vol) agar

pads and immobilized with 30 mg/mL 2-3-butanedione monoxime (BDM) (Sigma) in M9

buffer. Animals were quantified for inclusions within the motor neurons along the ventral

nerve cord under 63x or 100x objectives (Zeiss AxioImager ApoTome and AxioVision soft-

ware v4.8). For paraquat trials, animals were exposed to 2.5 mM paraquat for 3 hours on plates,

as overnight exposure to paraquat problematically increased background fluorescence.

Aldicarb resistance sssay

Animals reared at 25 oC were scored for paralysis on 1 mM aldicarb (Sigma-Aldrich 33386)

over the course of 7 hours. NGM plates containing 1 mM aldicarb were freshly poured the day

before the assay. Aldicarb plates were seeded with 30 ul of OP50, and left to dry open-lid

under the hood for 30 minutes. Day 1 adult animals were then transferred onto aldicarb plates,

and scored for paralysis every hour. Aldicarb-induced paralysis was scored as inability to

move/pump to sequential prodding with a metal wire twice in the tail and then twice in the

head. Paralyzed animals were removed from the plate and not re-counted.

Synaptic protein puncta analysis

For synaptic puncta imaging, day 1 adult animals were mounted on 2% (vol/vol) agar pads

and immobilized using 30 mg/mL 2-3-butanedione monoxime (BDM) (Sigma) in M9 buffer.

Images were captured in z-stacks from dorsal cord posterior to vulva (100x objective, Zeiss

AxioImager ApoTome and AxioVision software v4.8). Data from three independent trials

(n> 20 animals in total/genotype) was analyzed. Puncta total intensity, width, and linear den-

sity were quantified using the Punctaanalyser program in Matlab (v6.5; Mathworks, Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA; RRID:SCR_001622) [60].

Behavioral assays

Nose-touch avoidance. Nose touch assays were performed as described elsewhere [39].

Animals were exposed to 2.5 mM paraquat on plates for 4 hours, as overnight exposure dra-

matically perturbs nose touch response in wild type/N2 animals. Percent trials in which ani-

mals responded to touch by stopping forward movement or initiating reverse movement is

reported.

Locomotion. Day 1 adult animals treated overnight with 2.5 mM paraquat were trans-

ferred into 60 ul of M9 buffer pipetted into a 1 mm diameter ring on a microscope slide. Vid-

eos were recorded at 18 frames per second for 30 seconds, and analyzed with computer vision

software CeleST [31].

Statistical analysis

Data collection and analysis were performed by experimenters blinded to genotype and, when

possible, treatment. Quantitative data was analyzed using Graph Pad Prism 6 software (La

Jolla, CA). Statistical significance for the survival and aldicarb resistance assays was deter-

mined with log-rank test. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine statistical significance for
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the swimming locomotion assays. For the remainder of the assays, two-tailed t-test or chi-

square test was used to determine significance. A value of P< 0.05 was used to establish statis-

tical significance. Error bars in figures represent error of the mean (S.E.M.).

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Lifespan studies using ALS sod-1 models. (A and B) To assess lifespan in C. elegans
knock-in models, we scored survival at 25 oC on alternating days from pre-adulthood (L4

stage) until death. Single-copy sod-1G85RM (Panel A) and sod-1G85RC (Panel B) lifespan did

not differ from those of appropriate wild type controls (sod-1G85RM vs sod-1WTM, P = 0.64;

sod-1G85RC vs sod-1WTC, P = 0.32). Single-copy/knock-in animals sod-1A4VM, sod-1H71YM,

sod-1L84VC and sod-1G93AC, as well as animals lacking endogenous sod-1 or emptyM controls,

showed a modest decrease in lifespan, compared to their respective wild type controls. The

largest difference in median lifespan was observed in sod-1H17YM animals; median lifespan

decreased from 14 to 9 days. sod-1L84VC indicated with #. sod-1(+) is standard N2 strain. Sur-

vival was scored in the absence of FUDR under standard culture conditions, moving animals

to new plates every other day to avoid progeny contamination. Animals that left the plate or

animals with internal egg hatching were censored; these animals were included in lifespan

determinations until the day before censoring. N was 30 for all genotypes in both panels in

each of 3 independent trials. S4 Table summarizes these results from the three independent

replicates. Log-rank test: � P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001.

(C and D) The impact of neuronal overexpression of human SOD1 on C. elegans lifespan has

not been examined previously. We found that neuronal overexpression of human SOD1G85R

(hSOD1G85R-YFPOE) did not decrease survival, relative to hSDOD1WT-YFPOE controls

(P = 0.11, Panel C). And, lifespan of animals overexpressing the human wild type SOD1 pro-

tein (hSDOD1WT-YFPOE) in neurons was not different than sod-1(+) wild type controls

(P = 0.36, Panel C). However, neuronal overexpression of human wild type SOD1 did not res-

cue lifespan in sod-1(-) animals, which lack the endogenous sod-1 gene (P = 0.44 for sod-1(-);
hSOD1WT-YFPOE vs sod-1(-), Panel D). However, neuronal overexpression of human

SOD1G85R in sod-1(-) background modestly restored lifespan compared to sod-1(-) animals;

this difference is seen predominantly at midlife. Genotypes, analysis and methods as in Panels

A-B, with 30 animals for all genotypes in both panels in each of three independent trials. S4

Table summarizes these results from the three independent replicates.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Assessment of C. elegans survival under oxidative stress. (A and B) To determine

the impact of oxidative stress in ALS SOD1/sod-1models, we scored survival at 25˚C every day

from pre-adulthood (L4 stage) in animals exposed to 2.5 mM paraquat. sod-1H71YM and sod-
1G85RM animals had decreased survival, compared to sod-1WTM animals under oxidative

stress (Panel A). Loss of sod-1 in emptyM controls similarly decreased survival, relative to sod-
1WTM wild type control animals. sod-1A4VM animals had increased survival under oxidative

stress, compared to sod-1WTM controls. sod-1L84VC, sod-1G85RC and sod-1G93AC animals

had decreased survival compared to sod-1WTC controls (Panel B). sod-1L84VC indicated with

#. sod-1(+) is the standard N2 strain. Survival was scored in the absence of FUDR, moving ani-

mals to new plates every other day to avoid progeny contamination. Animals that left the plate

or animals with internal egg hatching were censored; these animals were included in survival

determinations until the day before censoring. N was 30 for all genotypes in both panels in

each one of the three independent trials, except for one trial that was started with 20 sod-
1G85RC animals in Panel B. Supplemental S4 Table summarizes these results from the three

independent replicates. Log-rank test: � P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001. sod-1(-): sod-1
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(tm776).
(C and D) Neuronal overexpression of human SOD1G85R-YFP further decreased survival

under paraquat-induced oxidative stress compared to hSOD1WT-YFPOE animals (Panel C).

Loss of sod-1 decreased survival under oxidative stress compared to sod-1(+) wild type controls

(Panel D). Additionally, oxidative stress sensitivity in sod-1(-) animals was partially rescued by

neuronal hSOD1WT-YFPOE (Panel D). Genotypes, analysis and methods as in Panels A-B. N

was 30 for all genotypes in both panels in each one of the three independent trials. S4 Table

summarizes these results from the three independent replicates.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Presynaptic ITSN-1 and SNB-1 puncta are not altered in single-copy models or in

animals lacking sod-1 function. Perturbations in presynaptic signaling or loss of synapses at

the C. elegansNMJ can be detected as changes in the accumulation of fluorescently-tagged

pre-synaptic proteins. We found that GFP-tagged SNB-1 (Panel A) and ITSN-1 (Panel B)

accumulation and levels were unperturbed in single-copy sod-1H71YM and sod-1G85RM ani-

mals compared to sod-1WTM controls. Previous work reported that SNB-1::GFP is altered in

human SOD1G85R overexpression animals [13]. N> 22 for each genotype from at least two

independent trials. Two-tailed t-test.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Neuronal specificity of oxidative stress induced neurodegeneration. (A) Serotoner-

gic neurons NSM, ADFL and ADFR (scored using tph-1p::GFP) were intact in sod-1G85RC

and sod-1(-) animals after paraquat treatment. sod-1(+) designates the unedited wild type gene

at the endogenous locus; this is the same allele present in standard N2 strain. For panels A-C:

three independent trials. Error bars indicate ±SEM. N> 30 per genotype. Two-tailed t-test: �

P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001.

(B) Dopaminergic neurons CEPVL, CEPVR, CEPDL, CEPDR, ADEL, ADER, and ADEL/R

sensory processes (scored using dat-1p::GFP) were intact in sod-1G85RC and sod-1(-) animals

after paraquat treatment. sod-1(+) as in Panel A.

(C) ASH neurons (scored using osm-10p::GFP) were lost in sod-1G85RC and sod-1(-) animals

after paraquat treatment, compared to sod-1WTC and sod-1(+) controls, respectively. PHA and

PHB neurons were not scored due to inconsistent PHB GFP expression in wild type controls.

(D) GABAergic motor neurons (scored using unc-47p::GFP) were lost only in the sod-1G85RM

animals compared to sod-1WTM controls. Three independent trials. N> 20 per genotype. Chi-

square test.

(E) To examine the consequences of altering gene dosage and assess recessive/dominance of sin-

gle-copy/knock-in ALS alleles, homozygous ALS sod-1model animals and controls were crossed

to homozygous sod-1WTM or emptyM males carrying a GFP-expressing transgene and cross-prog-

eny tested for DiD dye-uptake in ASH neurons after paraquat treatment. emptyM/emptyM cross-

progeny had defects after paraquat treatment, compared to sod-1WTM/sod-1WTM cross-progeny,

while sod-1WTM/emptyM cross-progeny had intact glutamatergic neurons. sod-1H71YM/emptyM

and sod-1G85RM/emptyM animals were defective compared to sod-1WTM/emptyM animals. Con-

versely, sod-1WTM/sod-1H71YM or sod-1WTM/sod-1G85RM animals had intact glutamatergic

neurons after paraquat treatment. Three independent trials. N> 25 per genotype. Error bars indi-

cate ±SEM. Two-tailed t-test: � P< 0.05; �� P< 0.01; ��� P< 0.001.

(TIF)

S1 Table. Primers used in this study.

(PDF)
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S2 Table. Strains used in this study.

(PDF)

S3 Table. ALS SOD1 disease mutations in the human protein and their equivalent loca-

tions in the C. elegans SOD-1 protein.

(PDF)

S4 Table. Survival data from independent replicates relating to S1 Fig and S2 Fig. MST,

Median Survival Time; n is the number of total subjects at the beginning of each trial and x is

the total number of subjects censored by the end of the study; R stands for replica; Avg MST is

the average of the three individual MST determinations; Pooled MST was calculated by pool-

ing data from all replicates; SEM, standard error of the median; Und, undefined due to high

number of censored subjects. In S1 Fig, we scored survival at 25 oC on alternating days from

pre-adulthood (L4 stage) until death. In S2 Fig, we scored survival at 25 oC every day from pre-

adulthood (L4 stage) in animals exposed to 2.5 mM paraquat. sod-1(+) is the standard N2

strain. Survival was scored in the absence of FUDR. Animals were transferred to new plates

every other day to avoid progeny contamination. Animals that left the plate or animals with

internal egg hatching were censored; these animals were included in lifespan determinations

until the day before censoring. N was 30 for all genotypes in all panels in each of 3 independent

trials, except for sod-1G85RC in “+” paraquat R1 trial which had 20 animals (S2B Fig). MST

and log-rank test significance was determined using Graph Pad Prism 6 software (La Jolla,

CA).

(PDF)

S5 Table. Summary of the results presented in Figs 2–5 and S1 and S2 Figs. Directly compa-

rable data sets are flanked by double lines. Appropriate controls are indicated within each

experimental set. Genotypes with increases and decreases are indicated with a shade of red and

blue, respectively. n.s., not significant; n.a., not available.

(PDF)
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